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This article is largely or entirely dependent on a single source. The relevant discussion can be found on the dialogue page. Please help improve this article by entering citations to additional sources. Searching for sources: World of Warcraft: Illidan - News · Newspapers · Books · World · JSTOR (May 2017) World of War:
Illidan AuthorWilliam KingCover Artist Clint LangleyCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishSeriesUniverseGenreFantasy NovelPublisherDel Re BooksPublication DateApril 12, 2016Media typePrint (Art Cover)Pages336 ppISBN978-0399177569 in World of Warcraft: Illidan, Written by William King and published by Del
Rey Books on April 12, 2016, more details about Illidan Stormrage's actions and intentions are revealed than revealed in the Burning Crusade. [1] The plot summary begins with Illidan being released from his 10,000-year-old captivity by Tyrande and his first encounter with Malfurion since he was sealed away. He does
not want to jail again the book travels into the future, specifically the point at which Illidan defeats Magtheridon and orders the destruction of the frozen throne, where Ner'zhul, the current King Leach, and the legacy, the next one defeat him. After that, the story skips back to about six months before being killed by wow
player characters. This book presents the process in which The Night Goblin or Blood Goblin becomes a demon hunter, by introducing Vandal, a night dwarf who joins Aidan in his quest to eliminate the Burning Legion and their master Ssargeras. Later, Elidan and his hunters invade Natriza, the world of obituaries, or
braids, such as Tishenderius and Varimaatre, the world in which the knowledge of the Legion is stored. Illidan gets the Argos seal and destroys the remaining records. After his departure, Illidan destroys the gate to Nathriza in such a way, that, more or less like Dranor, Nathreza was blown up. Illidan reveals to his
lieutenant that the twisting demons of Thenther can not kill permanently, unless they either die inside the twisting nether itself, or an area damaged by their energies, such as Nathreza. Illidan also reveals that he intends to lead his armies, using the Argis seal, to Argos, and Eredar homeworld, where he can exterminate
almost the entire command structure of the Burning Legion since taking control of Eredar's Legion to Sargeras. Before his death, Elidan used a large part of his power to visit Argos. In a vision during argos, naaru meets the elder who informs him that he will have an active role in fighting both in the Legion, Sargeras, and
a greater threat, the void, the dark corruption that created the ancient gods, and also, after fashion, responsible for the creation of the Burning Legion. The Naaro Elidan also knows that he will overcome death. Presumably this is a reference to the fact that demon hunters, like so many burning Legion demons, do not die
when killed but their soul is returned to twisting Then the soul can regenerate inside the body. Or, unlike demons, if demon hunters find their original bodies and return to them, they heal their wounds so they can live again. In the last days of Illidan, Maiev Shadowsong, Akama and the characters of the black temple siege
player. Before his blitz arrives, Illidan sends all his demon hunters through the gate to attack the Legion. This is the beginning of a specific questline hunter demon in the Legion. Illidan quietly waits for the raid at the top of the temple and fights again but eventually he is killed. Vandel, who was killed by Mayev earlier, is
gasping, to find the black temple under the control of the dead guards and Eldan. Preparing to fight them, Vandal hears Illidan speak to him spiritually, telling him he must be prepared. Vandel leaves, intending to rebuild demon hunter forces. See also a list of novels based on video games references ^ King, William (April
12, 2016). Elidan: World of Warcraft. Del Rey wrote the number ISBN 9780399177569. External Links World of Warcraft: Illidan on Wowpedia, WikiWar Retrieved from World of Warcraft: Illidan is a world of William King's warcraft novel. [1] The book is a close look at Illidan as a character and what makes him who he is.
[2] Description of Blizzard[3] The Singing Legion has returned, and there is only one hero who can truly stand against it. Released from his bond, Illidan prepares for the final encounter in the alien world of Outland, collecting an army of elephant goblins, naga, blood elves, and demon hunters at his side. He alone knows
what motives guide his hand; But as before, he is attacked by those who see his schemes as a cynical quest for power, including the night dwarf Mayaev Shadowsong. Amer Machadong won't rest until Elidan is in her custody. Or in his grave. For fantasy readers and fans of The World of Warcraft, the highest revenue
game of all time, the official tie comes in a novel featuring one of its most famous characters: Illidan. You're not ready. Illidan Stormrage is one of the most powerful beings ever to walk in the territory of Azeroth. It is also of the least understanding. Behind his legend, under his mysterious mission, lies a wonderful mind
whose machinations are understood by a few - and trusted by fewer. Illidan's righteous reign of justice and revenge, with spectacular adventure, intrigues, and heroism in The World of Warcraft, the highest-grossing video game of all time, has begun to take a new level. A long time ago, the wizard of the night, Elidan,
infiltrated the demonic burning legion to stave off his invasion of Azerroth. Instead of welcoming him as a hero, he described his own kind of betrayal, questioning his intentions after he seemed to help the Devil Lords. For 10,000 years, he was in prison – humiliating, isolated, but never forgetting his purpose. Now the
Legion. returned, and there is only one hero who can really stand against it. Released from his bond, Illidan prepares for the final encounter in the alien world of Outland, collecting an army of grotesque goblins, naga snake, cunning blood elves, and demon hunters twisted at his side. He alone knows what deep hidden
motives guide his hand, but he alone understands the price to be paid to defeat the enemies of creation. But as before, he is attacked by those who see in his schemes as a cynical quest for power, including the night dwarf Mayev Machsong, his former jailer. The guard of The Mashbson and its traitors was pursued to
Outland to avenge his crimes, and will not rest until Eidan is in her custody. . . Or in his grave. [4] The novel's introduction depicts Tyrande's editing of Illidan during the events of the era of chaos, and the first few chapters re-list the events of Warcraft III: The Frozen Throne. [5] The rest of the novel focuses primarily on
Illidan, Maiev Shadowsong, Akama, and a novice demon hunter named Vandal during the period leading up to the expansion of the Burning Crusade, culminating in Illidan's defeat in the Black Temple raid. Azeroth Kalimdor Argus character sites and other Audiobook an eded Audiobook adaptation were released by
Random House Audio in December 2016. It was narrated by Graeme Malcolm. Interview with King on March 11, 2016, WoWfan.cz fansite got an interview with William King for more details about Illidan's upcoming book. [7] The book continued for 5 months without final editing. The book is supposed to be prequel legion
instead of a reference book. The book depicts the rise and fall of Mr. Outland as well as the training of his demon hunters. Illidan Stormrage is the king's most favorite character in the Warcraft universe. He considers him to be the most charismatic, selfish villain rather than a hero whose book attempts to reflect his true
character. Illidan knows how to fight demons and he will do everything to stop the Legion. The book is very dark and darker than Warhammer. The Burning Legion is darker than Warhammer's mess, and the author compared The Relationships of Elidan and his satanic hunters to Steve Jobs and his staff. William put a
character named after his character in the game in the book but Blizzard changed the name. How exactly Illidan got the azzinoth warglaives not in the book because Blizzard does not want to cover them. Maiev's contradictions mention Darnassos several times and may indicate (if not wrong) that the city already existed
before the frozen events of the throne. In previous sources, Darnas was built after these events, which means that Mayev was unable to find out during her time in Outland. Outland had previously been described as having no sunshine. [8] Illidan contradicts this by mentioning the scorching sun of the Hellfire Peninsula.
[9] While Outland was previously mentioned to be twisting in The Nither, the directly states that they fall into the great darkness behind. Syddan, a nocturnal dwarf, is mentioned by Eversong Woods. Links external links references
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